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FOREWORD
WE ARE CONFRERES!
Br. Carlos Ferrada (PHS)
General Assistant for the Brothers· Formation and Education
I confess that I tried to get away with writing the Foreword of this
LVVXH DERXW ´FOHULFDOLVPµ 7KLV LV EHFDXVH LW could be a
controversial matter in the Church and in our Society, as well. Of
course, in a very large congregation like ours, we can have varied
experiences about this matter; each experience will depend on the
country where it happened to be. Nevertheless, it is a fact that
some of our SVDs, Priests and Brothers alike, are imbued with a
clericalism mentality. Br. Roberto Duarte, outgoing Assistant
General for the Brothers Formation, said during his report at the
last General Chapter that all of us should work against a culture
RI DQ ´H[FHVVLYHµ FOHULFDOLVP LQ RXU PLGVW &OHULFDOLVW WKLQNLQJ
contributes to the passivity and non-involvement of many
Brothers. In the same way, our newly elected General Superior, Fr.
Budi Kleden, wrote in the Bulletin·VODVW LVVXHFRQFHUQLQJWKH;9,,,*HQHUDO&KDSWHU´,QMRXUQH\LQJ
together, as the Divine Word Missionaries, we need each other to address the issue of clericalism
which, like a virus, has been damaging the Church for centuries. Clericalism is the temptation to
GHWDFKRXUVHOYHVIURPWKHSHRSOHWRXQGHUVWDQGRXUVHOYHVDV¶DFFRPSOLVKHG·DQGWKHUHIRUHWRUHMHFW
to listen to the people of God. We are called to be missionaries inter gentes, to be with the people,
to share with them the hopes and fears, joys, and anguish. The presence of the Brothers is a permanent
UHPLQGHUWKDWZHDOODUHEURWKHUVDQGFDOOHGWREHEURWKHUVIRURQHDQRWKHUµ %XOOHWLQ9RO No. 2
Page 9)
My home province, Chile, does not have any Brother nowadays. But in our neighboring provinces,
ARS and ARE, there are many Brothers. Providentially, I did my novitiate and theology in ARS.
There, I met the SVD Brothers and Brothers of other religious congregations which helped me to do
a good discernment to finally decide to change my status to religious Brotherhood from being a
cleric candidate. In ARS, for instance, I did not feel any clericalism among our SVD Priests and
Brothers.
However, I experienced a different situation here in the Philippines. As an example, shortly after my
arrival to PHS, an Inter-provincial Junior SVDs Assembly was organized in Palawan (Oct 20-25,
 :KDWLWVWUXFNPHZDVWKHWKHPHRIWKHDVVHPEO\´ The religious Missionary Priest in the
Post-modern Age: Identity, Challenge, and Callµ
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What about the Brothers? Immediately, after I read it, I sent a message to the organizers to inform
them about the obvious mistake. Sadly, they did not mind it and they did not change the theme. For
this reason, ,GLGQ·WDWWHQGWKHDVVHPEO\. The following year, we had our local Junior SVDs (PHS)
Assembly in Cebu. I was delighted to listen how our dear Fr. Magdaleno Fabiosa rebuked the
organizers of the last Assembly in Palawan for not including the Brothers in the theme.
Another issue that could be a source of financial inequality between Brothers and Fathers is the mass
stipend. This happens when the mass stipends are kept by the priests. I had a good experience at Saint
Gabriel Community at Holy Name Community (Tagbilaran City, Bohol, Philippines, PHS)
concerning the stipends. There, the policy among the members of the community is to surrender
any stipend that we receive. Part of it is distributed among the members every month and the left is
distributed during Christmas time. Thus, everyone receives the same amount no matter how much
the individual contribution was. All of us, Brothers and Fathers are very satisfied with this internal
arrangement. Hopefully, more SVD communities will follow this example. I think that it is an
important aspect of our personal and communitarian renewal.
To end, let us be reminded that all of us, Fathers and Brothers are which make us ´FRQIUHUHVµ
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A VETERAN SVD BROTHER'S SHARING (6O YEARS IN VOWS)
Br. Steven Pardy (USW)

O

ver 68 years ago, Br. Andrew celebrated
his Golden Jubilee. He was the first
American SVD to reach that stage and I
could still see him walking down the aisle in
Techny's chapel with a golden crosier in one
hand and a corsage on his shoulder. I was so
impressed and thought he was so OLD!
Whenever I visit Techny, I make it a point to
visit the cemetery and say a prayer for Andrew
and the many others who influenced and
mentored me and had gone before. I consider
them giants! On the way over, I would always
pick up two stones and place one each on the
crosses of two men in particular. It is a Jewish
tradition which means a lot to me. Sometimes,
the stones would survive the interim; and if so,
I would say a prayer and find another giant
lacking a stone. To me, the bodies of these
apostolic men and women, along with the laity
that surround them, illustrate the meaning of it
all. Here is the church in situs. It is made up of

modern-day apostles and prophets who have
answered the call and tried to carry the gospel
message as did the original apostles and
followers of Jesus Christ. Not all were terribly
successful. Some were flawed in one way or
another but, by God, at least they tried. I
include those original twelve in that
assessment! Such is the story of the Church.
Jesus personally called men (and women) AS
THEY WERE and asked them to follow him and
that paradigm continues down the years. When
I meditated on this, it came as an epiphany of
sorts. This is what it is all about. We SVD are
not unique; we are simply following in the
footsteps of giants from the Apostles and their
ilk down through the ages, to Arnold Janssen
and on to us. We have all been blessed to be
part of this divine calling and very human
institution.
But let me step back a bit. It just so happened
that I was reading Fr. Thomas Rosica's article
6|Page
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(We Can Only Move Forward When We Name
the Evil of Clericalism) when Soney approached
me and asked me to give a talk. Father Rosica's
article commented on Pope Francis' letter to
"The People of God." So, I agreed and thought
that this opportune article might have
something to offer here.
Pope Francis was very succinct and touched
upon a very important element that has run
through my life and maybe yours. Clericalism.
Now believe me, I am neither grinding any axe
nor casting any personal stones but I wish to
quote the Historian Jon Meacham: "To learn
from the past is to embrace its complexity and
not simplify or air bush what it has to offer." In
that light, the Papal observations do highlight a
serious element in what we are trying so hard
to accomplish. I submit that it is something we
should fearlessly take out and examine
honestly.
Pope Francis himself noted in his recent letter
and I quote: "Clericalism, whether fostered by
priests themselves or by lay persons, leads to an
excision in the ecclesial body that supports and
helps to perpetuate many of the evils that we are
condemning today. To say 'no' to abuse is to say
an emphatic 'no' to all forms of clericalism."
When I, and those of my age, entered the SVD
there WAS clericalism. Status and rank were
very much part of the whole system. We all
accepted it as the norm! Pope John XXIII clearly
recognized this as one of the factors which led
him to call for an Ecumenical Council to "open
the windows" and let in light on this subject
among others. As a result, things HAVE
changed step by step and I personally am a
witness to that. For starters, I believe that I am
the first SVD Brother to have been given an
appointment as a Provincial Treasurer in not

only one province but eventually three others.
And that WAS a watershed! We can see that
the Generalate appreciated the challenge early
on. It continues to chip away at this mighty oak
today. Mind you, the Generalate is up against a
formidable bastion with the Vatican and the
norms it has built to protect itself from any
incursions.
The SVD that existed 60 years ago is not the
SVD that we have today. I will give you an
example. I am constantly struck and impressed
by the young priests today (led by an older one,
I must add) when we gather for a meal. They
not only prepare the meal but serve it and then
wash the dishes afterwards. Now, that may
seem like a small thing and we may take it for
granted but that would have been unheard of in
1958. That task was for the lay Brothers who
not only catered to the needs of the clerics but
followed the clerical novices in any procession
that made up our ceremonies and formation.
(Except for the Sisters in the kitchen, of course.
They ALWAYS pulled up the rear behind the
lowest high school candidate!)
With complete respect to the clerical state, this
was and is a serious problem as Francis points
out. This rarefied clerical band of brothers I
actually find impressive and, in fact, admit to a
twinge of envy as to what they share in
common. It is a beautiful thing. But taken to a
class-conscious status, it has a downside, as
well. Not only for the Sisters, the Priests, and
the Brothers in the Church but more
importantly the laity who take their clues and
understanding by what they see made evident
in front of them. By that, I mean that we may
be able to pull ourselves as fellow religious in
line but educating the People of God will be a
larger, more important task today. "It is the
hour of the laity" Bergolio said, "but it seems
that the clock has stopped. Watching the People
of God is to remember that we all entered the
7|Page
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church as laity." And of course, this is very welldescribed in the readings we have today.
At the risk of overloading you with another
Papal quote, let me add this one: "Without
individual conversion, all structural change
would prove useless while pastoral concern and
a spirituality of service and communion are the
antidote to all the venoms of vain ambition and
illusory rivalry."
But back to the Basilian monk, Fr. Thomas
Rosica, who points out in his article: "In his
conclave-changing address to the cardinals on
March 7, 2013, four days before his election to the
See of Peter, then-Cardinal Jorge Mario
Bergoglio identified what he believes is the
church's fundamental illness: ecclesiastical
narcissism! 'When the Church does not come out
of itself to evangelize,' he said, 'it becomes selfreferential and then gets sick.' That inwardlooking Church, bent over on itself, obsessed with
her own image, which doesn't look sufficiently to
Christ and doesn't reflect him, his light and his
love for those walking in darkness, quickly
succumbs to what he called the worst evil of all,
̹ǥǡǡ
for itself.'" And againǣ ǲ   
critically needed is neither to clericalize nor ask to
  ǤǳBut as Father Rosica also adds:
"We have a God-given right to be angry over the
current situation but no right to despair!"
And I don't! But it is an interesting article and I
recommend this Basilian's literary effort to you
all. As St. Augustine so beautifully described
himself to the flock he was about to shepherd:
"With you, I am a Christian; for you, I am a

Bishop!" Somehow, that seems to have been
overlooked in the centuries that followed.
Personally, I have had an enjoyable 60 years in
the Society with wonderful experiences serving
in many parts of the world. I have no regrets to
speak of and can only appreciate what the
Society has invited and enabled me to partake
of in the many corners of the world to which I
was assigned.
Congratulations, then, to all my fellow
jubilarians and thank you for hearing me out. It
has been a great, rewarding, educational ride
and I truly thank God from whom all blessings
flow! Br. Andrew's Jubilee was my first
introduction to such an event as we now share
today. In those ceremonial days, one would get
a silver crosier on his silver jubilee; and after
FIFTY years, he would get a golden staff. And a
corsage! On the 60th, as you can see, the
corsage is still in vogue. I am extremely blessed
that the crosier is not needed, silver, gold, or
platinum! I AM truly blessed. Thank you.
NOTE:
This sharing came before we decided to put
ǲ  ǳ 
Bulletin. Later, Br. Steven added the following.

Thank you for the heads up, Bela. This should
be interesting. But your comment, i.e. "The
American Brother finds clericalism in SVD even
today still presentȄand disturbing!" is not what
I meant nor intended.
My message was one of hope and commented
on things that actually HAVE changed. There is
still work  ǥ  ̺ǫ̺    
intend to convey that. However, "Quod scripsi,
scripsi!" Thanks for your efforts.
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A NEWBIE BROTHER'S SHARING (5 MONTHS IN VOWS)
Br. Alben Guiller F. Malayo (PHS)

T

hank you for giving me the opportunity
to be heard about the pressing topic on
the latest General Chapter. It is indeed
important to pause and to look once more on
how far we grow as a congregation. Sadly, the
perennial issue on clericalism held us back to
realize a more meaningful missionary
undertaking. So, with the best of my ability,
coupled with my personal experiences, I tried to
answer the posted questions with a reflective
heart and a thoughtful mind.
ǡǲ you sense clericalism
  ǫǳ    ǡ Ǥ   
that I can still hear some people say ǲ 
ǡ     ǳ (Just let him be
 ǡǡǯȌ would vividly
connote clericalism as alive as ever. Though I
ǯ   
in here; however, I still believe that clericalism
though most prevalent, there is a strong
probability that it penetrated other settings
such as school, mission areas, communities or
even the seminaries. But to be fair, I also
believe that it is actually hard to do away from

this concept since it has been deeply rooted in
our history as a Church and compounded at the
 ǯ   Ǥ 
immemorial, our structure has been a vertical
one, and naturally, one would think of himself
 ǲ ǳ  ǲ  
ǳ Ǥ
true even to the religious Brothers and Sisters
who did not receive the Holy Orders.
     ǡ ǲHave you
experienced discrimination of the SVD
ǫǳ  Ǥǡ 
they (some of my classmates) were
unwaveringly trying to convince me to shift to
Priesthood since Postulancy until now. But
what are their reasons? First, the congregation
is in dire need of Missionary Priests to do things
that only the ordained ministers have the
faculty to perform. Second, Brothers are not
needed anymore (This is painful on my part
whenever I would hear this especially coming
from a fellow seminarian). And lastly, it is
      ǲ  
ǳ Ǥǡ 
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personally experience discrimination as early as
my formation years.
ǡ        Ǯǯ
discrimination b     ǥ  
more. This is why I am also saying that I do not
actually felt discriminated. I am only
misunderstood. In my observation, everything
that they have said about me shifting to
priesthood is actually based on ignorance.
They simply do not understand our rather
ambiguous vocation. There is still so much to
do about it Ȃ to make ourselves as religious
missionary Brothers known to everyone. And I
do not expect a boom of Brothers vocation
anytime soon until we made ourselves known

with understanding by our priests confreres.
Just to make a point, I think Brothers are more
Ǯ ǯ  Ǯ ǯ   
counterpart.
ǡǡǲ the love of Christ
impels us towards a true religious missionary
family of Fǫǳ 
a working communication. When a community
fosters a listening heart and understanding
mind, issues such as discrimination and
clericalism would be addressed in a healthiest
 Ǥ  ǯ   
apostle is overflowing, then superiors of
respective communities should endeavor to
reach out to everybody and let that same love
flow through them.

THE SAD TRUTH
Br. Karl Scharschmitt (KEN)

C

lericalism also still exists here in
Africa and Kenya. The people are still
focused very much on the presence
of a priest. It might have been over stressed
by the early missionaries. Too much power
was put in the role of priesthood. The priest
is worshiped by the people. Many priests are
using this to manipulate the people. In our
SVD communities, it is moderately felt. We
treat each other most of the time as equal
persons. It is only sad that our own priest is
not promoting the Brotherhood. In
addressing an assembly, the Brothers often
are not mentioned. In that way, the people
are not aware that there are also religious
Brothers and; therefore, vocations to the
Brotherhood are few.
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HANDLING OF COLLECTIVE RESOURCES
Br. Zoltán András (HUN)

I

am writing to you with the
consciousness that there will be no
change regarding "Clericalism in the
SVD".

Anyway, since your request to me to
respond was supported by our Provincial
Superior, Fr. Gergely, I am now
answering. Now, the situation in our
community has improved over the past
month, but I had many difficulties during
the summer. You know, it does not work
long to care for some confreres and shoot
down the others, irrespective of what they
put on the table.
Regarding clericalism, I did not
experience that right away. I believe that
it depends on the priest confreres if they
behave in a way worthy of priests. I felt

discriminated in the handling of our
collective resources.
We are in a
community; thus, if some confreres would
take more from the collective goods then,
of course, less will remain for others. I do
not only mean financial goods but also
free time, travels, etc.
How much the love of Christ urges a
person depends on how sensitive the
person is to the impulses of the Spirit. You
can measure this on how people apologize
for their shortcomings. I was sometimes
surprised that even people had the
sensitivity to apologize although I have
never thought of them. In my experience
they were hard and naughty. I did not
even think that bad people are sensitive
to unkindness. God's Spirit is among us.
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CLERICALISM IS REAL
Br. Bernie Spitzley (USC)

T

he evils of clericalism have
plagued the people of God since
the time of Ezekiel. In fact,
Chapter 34 overflows with
FRQGHPQDWLRQ
RI
VKHSKHUGV·
mistreating their flocks. To the
shepherds, thus says the Lord GOD:
´:RH WR WKH VKHSKHUGV RI ,VUDHO ZKR
have beeQ SDVWXULQJ WKHPVHOYHVµ
(Ezekiel 34:2)

Today, this ongoing crisis of clericalism
is real. Shepherds covered up and
failed to follow the Charter for the
Protection of Children and Young
People, also known as the Dallas
Charter, on how to deal with clergy
sexual abuse. Cardinal Blase Cupich
recently told America Magazine ´I
really believe that the issue here is
more about a culture of clericalism in
which some who are ordained feel
they are privileged and, therefore,
protected so that they can do what
thH\ZDQWµ

When I first came to Jamaica, I lived
with three priests. Unknown to me,
they used SVD funds to supplement my
stipend so that it was the same as
theirs. The Archdiocese of Kingston
gives a larger stipend to clergy than to
religious. My fellow SVDs saw the
injustice and dealt with it. They gave
up their privileged position so that I
received equal financial resources as a
Brother. I am grateful for seeing me as
their equal, as a co-missionary, and
thus equally compensated me for the
ministry I do.
I invite my Brothers to share such
stories in which priests live out their
missionary calling as religious and
promote unity in our Society.

Yes, clericalism needs to be dealt with
openly and with input from the laity. I
am convinced that the entire Church
needs to be evaluated and overhauled
so that power and privilege are
replaced with a servant mentality and
ministry. The warnings of Ezekiel need
to be address today. We as SVDs can
help address this abuse of power,
privilege, and entitlement. We have
opportunities to begin in our own
communities.
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DIALOGUE IS A TWO-WAY STREET
Fr. Bob Mertes (USC)

T

here surely are 'pockets' of clericalism in the SVD. I assume,
you are referring to ecclesial clericalism, which, as Superior
General Kleden rightly states, is a virus in the Church. I agree
with his assessment, but let me also point out that many
organizations like police force, medical personnel, sports teams ʹ
even religious Brothers assume some sort of clerical mentality. It
can stem from a sense of protectionism, pride or fear of
"the other" or unfortunately, a sense of assumed superiority or
privileged status. Some Brothers, as well as some priests, buy this
notion.
Sadly, I have experienced this notion imbibed in some
confreres. Our older Brothers, most of them have already died,
were tradesmen. They are proud of their craft and happy to serve
the Society with their skills. They were esteemed for their
prayerfulness, devotion to duty, frugality, humility, and the
like. Many priests admit to being given with a "brotherly" correction
or encouragement in their vocation which helped them
persevere. But sadly, some confreres still look down on
those Brothers.
I hope and pray that many worthy young men choose to further the
Kingdom of God as religious Brothers. They have a unique
opportunity to be thatͶa Brother to the People of God. As
craftsmen Brothers were the backbone of an unbelievable rapid
development of the Society, their talents (construction, agriculture,
musical, animal husbandry, printing etc.) are still useful today. I
hope that there is a mutual love and respect for our various
vocations (with academic trainings or with crafts skills).
Let us remember that this is a two-way street. It is worth noting
that sometimes a Brother resists the reaching out of a cleric to him
and persist on perpetuating a dichotomy of "us" versus them. Efforts
on both parts must be done. On this note, I conclude my opinions
and I would prefer to remain anonymous.
Our place Techny owes its name to the Brothers. Originally before
we became a seminary to train priests, we conducted a trade school
entitled St. Joseph͛Ɛ dƌĂĚĞ ^ĐŚŽŽů ǁŚŝĐŚ ǁĞĂƐ ŵĂŶŶĞĚ ďǇ ŽƵƌ
BrotherƐ͘dŚĞůŽĐĂůƉŽƐƚŽĨĨŝĐĞŝŶĨŽƌŵĞĚƵƐƚŚĂƚǁĞŶĞĞĚĞĚĂ͞ĐĂůů
ŶĂŵĞ͟ ĨŽƌ ŵĂŝůŝŶŐ ƉƵƌƉŽƐĞƐ͘  /ƚ ǁĂƐ ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ƐŝŶĐĞ ǁĞ
conducted a trade school a good name might ďĞ ͞dĞĐŚŶǇ͟ ƐŽ ŝƚ
became and still is.
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"ONE HEART - MANY FACES"
Br. Stefan Wuerth (GER)

C

lericalism in the SVD? How does the love
of Christ force us to a true religious
missionary family of fathers and
brothers?
In fact, there used to be a lot of clericalism in
the SVD. I myself went to Mission House Sankt
Wendel, then to the Southern German
Province, and in some cases, I saw it well. At the
so-called Wendelinushof, where many Brothers
lived at that time, the superiors were always
priests. Not because they were more capable
but because they were ordained and, thus,
have "higher" ranking than the Brothers. But
nowadays, there are some Brothers who are
rectors and presidents. Indeed, something has
developed, even if it sometimes takes a long
time until the Church government in the
Vatican gives its permission to do so.
In the dioceses, there is little knowledge of the
vocation of religious Brothers. On the one
hand, it is because there are orders where all
the friars ǲǳǡ

are priests. Moreover, there is no explanation in
the dioceses about Religious Brotherhood. I
have already mentioned in an earlier
contribution that, here in Hamburg, the
archbishop explained on the website the
vocation of priests and nuns, but not that of the
ǯǤ
What about in our very own Society? How do
we see the Brotherhood vocation? In the last
few years, since I became a Brother, not too
many Brothers have entered. There is no real
advertising although we have Steyl media,
website, and the series "Boundless". In our
press office, one could also make a number of
      ǲ
Missionary Brother - earlier and today". At
present, in Germany, you can count by the
hand the active SVD Brothers.
I think today, for most of us, we believe that our
vocation as SVD missionaries is a positive call.
We bring in our opportunities and abilities. The
world is changing, and the Church needs to
14 | P a g e
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change, as well. It is more and more about
power, money, and possessions. Many good
facilities must be closed, because there is not
enough money as we experience it here in
Germany at the moment. In our area, in the
next 3-5 years, 3 religious elementary schools
would be closed because of lack of money.
(Actually, the money was previously badly
managed and now people have to suffer from
that shortcoming.) This already means that
many believers are disappointed by the Church
and demand massive changes.
But back to us SVDs. I am here in our Hamburg
community as the only Brother living with five

priests. We live as a family. Everyone gets
involved with what he can give and strives for
togetherness. In this way, we wonderfully apply
the principle of the General Chapter to create
small little communities. The same is done by
the people, the Church, and the other religious
communities. As Eph. 4: 11-13 reads: "So Christ
himself gave the apostles, the prophets, the
evangelists, the pastors and teachers, to equip
his people for works of service, so that the body
of Christ may be built up until we all reach unity
in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of
God and become mature, attaining to the whole
measure of the fullness of Christ."
The motto of SVDs all over the world: "one
heart - many faces". This is our future, Brothers
and priests together on the way!

 ǯ
Fr. Karl-Heinz Peschke (EUC)
I do not feel much clericalism in SVD.
I wish to give an example. Br. Leo Leeb of China, who has provided
the translation of the two volumes of "Christian Ethics" into Chinese.
How others treat him shows no difference with how they would
treat other SVD priest-professors. I do not perceive any
discrimination against Brothers. Of course, Brothers themselves can
feel that differently. They will be more sensitive to their situation.
But I do not think that Br. Leo Leeb somehow experienced
discrimination. I have repeatedly participated in outings of Brothers
of Sankt Gabriel SVD community (Mödling, Austria, EUC) in the
alpine mountains around Vienna. To the annual meeting of the
Austrian Brothers in Vienna I have also been regularly invited in
recent years and I was glad to participate.
"The love of Christ urges us." It urges us to an honest and familial
collegiality between Brothers and Fathers. In some areas, the
Brothers provide a significant help to us, Fathers. I am glad and
grateful for this help. The gratitude is often greater spontaneously
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than towards the Fathers who cannot give this help. The participation of the Brothers in community
life and not least in the religious life of our Society is a great enrichment. Fathers are more often absent
because of their priestly representations and and scheduled work. The Brothers are present in greater
regularity. This is a great enrichment for the community.

THE HE-WHO-MUST-NOT-BE-NAMED
Br. Ruel Bancoro (OTP-KEN)

I

s Clericalism the he-who-must-not-be-named?
Clericalism undeniably had a negative connotation
worldwide but for some peculiar reasons, it seems
that it is less looked down at as a really bad thing in the
Philippines, at least as long as nobody will make a big
fuzz about it, including President Rodrigo Duterte.
I still have to hear from  ǯ 
the Philippines (CBCP) any proactive measures in
response to the recent sexual abuse cases plaquing the
whole Catholic Church. Why is that? Possibly because it
stems from our Filipino trait to be always respectful of
the authority: no ifs, no buts! We are supposed to obey
and regard our parents, elders, teachers, parish priests,
and other authorities with the highest regard. Woe to
those who would not for they are then labelled as the
stubborn, trouble-makers or the rebellious ones, and
that is a no-no for a society averse to shame. That is why I believe that Filipinos have some kind of
tolerance on what the outside world would refer to as clericalism. It is subtly woven in our daily lives
that we seem to get used to it already. We willingly yield especially to moral authorities. Yet, that is
not to say that we are not supposed to call it as it is. It is an evil thing, as Pope Francis clearly and
repeatedly defines it. It is because any form of clericalism in the Church potentially becomes a
wellspring of corrupt practices and fount of abuses that considerably deters a fǯ 
God through her. As a Society, we are impelled by the love of Christ, to fight head on this evil of
clericalism. We have to name it as it is and recognize its various evil forms manifesting in our own
different communities. If we are even an iota serious about it, we ought to lobby for zero tolerance
against it.
As an SVD Brother on temporary vows, I had my own brush with He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named during
my initial formation. As I was a clerical seminarian before transferring to Brotherhood formation, it
ǲǳBrotherhood. I got that sense probably
from many seminarians whose dreams were no less than to become priests themselves, whose lingo
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are replete with themes like ordination is the most important thing and that no other kind of service is
ǯǤ 
of formation designed to reinforce the knowledge of the seminarians about the identity and equal
dignity of both priests and Brothers in the Society, which effectively maintains the status quo Ȃ i.e.,
that ordained ministry is far superior.
Unfortunately, I also encountered a formator who firmly believed that it is his rightful duty to help
 ǲ ǳ ǡ
statement that priesthood is the ultimate end of a well-discerned religious life. That mentality, as
innocent as it is in initial formation and if not corrected, is precarious as it will only support the
widespread ill notion that some status of authority is reasonably above everything else and that some
status of power understandably separates the sacred from the lay. Those mentalities, sometimes
without us noticing, eerily encroach and settle themselves comfortably upon the psyche of a religious,
and would contribute to the general problem of clericalism outside the seminaries where they may
spew nothing but evil things: from subtle sense of entitlement in ministry to grave abuse of powers
and its consequent scandals. Without proper address, they contribute to the norm that clericalism is
not as bad as it is after all. But let us not make any mistake about it. Clericalism is evil in whatever form
it takes. It cannot be tolerated especially in religious formation because it is inherently evil. It is
Voldemort himself if one is wanting of an image. Let us not be afraid to name it. It abuses power to
prey on the weak. It is the dark fog amidst us all and we can start dealing with it by simply recognizing
it. The love of Christ is our hope.

AN OBSOLETE CORPORATISM
Fr. Walter Strassman (EUC)

¾ I no longer feel clericalism in SVD.

¾ Previously, the problem was more of the
fact that many Brothers were poorly or in
a reduced way educated and so they were
considered by the Fathers as not
equivalent.
¾ But it is a problem in canon law that, in
the one universal Church, an obsolete
corporatism (or class mentality called
"Ständedenken" in German) is still
present.
¾ Today, the SVD must advocate at the
Vatican so that the clerical structure
disappears.
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TWO TYPES OF TABLEWARE
Ms. Monika Slouk (EUC)
Press and Communication Officer

Greetings from Austria!

I

personally find the topic exciting! A contribution from confreres of our Mission House Sankt
Gabriel (Mödling, Austria, EC) which the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation (ORF) will bring
very soon, should act exactly focus on this Ȃ i.e., the vocation of the religious missionary
Brothers. There, Br. Fritz Tremp will speak as a classic craftsman Brother. There is also our "youth"
Emanuel Huemer, who intends to work as a Brother, even though he has finished studying
Religious Education - as a "new type" of SVD Brothers. Among the speakers, there are Fr. Franz
Helm and Fr. Toni Fencz who intend to talk about clericalism, two-class society, and the position
of the Vatican regarding religious Brothers. I have not seen the post yet and I am very curious to
see what the editor has done with our idea.
I was told that in our Mission House, around 25 years ago, still different types of tableware in the
dining rooms were used by SVD Fathers and by SVD brothers. That was very confusing. For
practical reasons, they began to change the system of dishwashing. That gave resistance
especially from some Fathers! I find this story very significant. At that time, Fr. General Superior
Budi Kleden was also a student in Sankt Gabriel. He probably experienced that here, as well.
Fortunately, the SVD has done a long way since then, I have the impression! It has already
changed a lot. But for sure, there are still after-effects from this time.
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IF A CLERICAL NOVICE WANTS TO BECOME A BROTHER...
Br. Gaby Wangak (IDE)

I

f we are to speak about vocations to the
priesthood, Brotherhood or Sisterhood men and woman religious - in the
context of Indonesian cultures, in
particular those of Flores Island, then I
can clearly state that vowed religious are
highly regarded everywhere.
Nevertheless, the status of the priest is
revered more than that of a Brother or
non-ordained religious. Parents much
prefer a son to join a seminary and get
ordained, than enter a religious
community to become a Brother
candidate. Unsurprisingly, until today
many more young men enter the seminary
than a religious community to become a
Brother.
Question: Do I VHQVH ´&OHULFDOLVPµ LQ WKH
SVD? In all honesty I must respond, YES
I do. Clericalism is evident in the
following:

1. 7KH FDVH RI FKDQJLQJ RQH·V VWDWXV

during
basic
formation
(in
novitiate). If a clerical novice states
his wish to become a Brother, the
formator will tell the novice to
return to his room and think it
over; his wish must be thought
through thoroughly before a final
decision is made. But if a Brother
novice wishes to become a clerical
novice, his request is granted
immediately. I can state this as I
have heard stories from clerical and
Brother novices who have lived
together in a common novitiate. I
am also sure that while studying
for the priesthood at Ledalero
Major Seminary, there have been
(are) a number of clerical students
who would have liked to become
Brothers but that possibility was
never available to them. (See SVD

Brothers Bulletin
December 2014)

vol.7,

no.4,
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2.

The Celebration of Anniversaries in
Missionary Vows: The silver or
golden anniversaries in vows by
professed priests have never been
celebrated with their families or in
their parishes. I have never heard
or seen a single SVD priest in
Indonesia
celebrate
the
anniversary of his vows with his
family or in his parish. SVD priests
celebrate only the silver and golden
jubilees of their ordination. When
asked why they do not celebrate the
anniversary of their vows, the
response is that vow celebrations in
the family or parish of origin are for
Brothers alone. As I understand it,
the celebration of our missionary
vows ought to be normal ² if not
obligatory ² for all SVDs without
exception. I am pleased that of late,
SVD communities have begun to
celebrate the vows of all their
members, irrespective of whether
they are Brothers or priests. (See

SVD Brothers Bulletin. Vol.5 No.3,
December 2012)
3. Annoyance: There are ordained
SVD confreres who are annoyed if
they arH FDOOHG ´EURWKHUµ DQG
UHVSRQG´'RQ·W\RXNQRZWKDW,DP
DSULHVW"µ$QGVHPLQDULDQVWHQGWR
laugh if one of them is called
´EURWKHUµ UDWKHU WKDQ WKH XVXDO

´IUDWHUµXQDZDUHWKDWWKHPHDQLQJ
is exactly the same, although in a
different language.

Question:
Have
you
experienced
discrimination in the SVD as a Brother?
Personally, I have never suffered
discrimination in the SVD. We respect
each other, and I work well with confreres
who are ordained.

Question: How does the love of Christ
impel us (cf. 2 Cor 5:14) towards a true
religious missionary community of priests
and Brothers?
In the cultural context of Indonesia, in
particular of Flores, there
are two
possible changes that might be made by
SVD confreres so that the clerical
perception of the Catholic population can
be overcome.
They are the following:
1. That we refer to, and call each other
by our name, and not use the title
´)DWKHUµ RU ´%URWKHUµ DV LV VWLOO
pretty universal until now.
2. That the celebration of the vows of
ordained confreres be held in their
parish and among their family as is
the case with Brother confreres,
and not only celebrates their
priestly ordination.
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FACEBOOK PROVES CLERICALISM
Br. Willy van der Peet (NEB)

C

lericalism! Indeed, it is still in the SVD. If
I look in Facebook at the pictures of
churches in Christ the King or Tagaytay, I
see in many cases big groups of clerical SVD
members in all the same vestments at the
sanctuary, but never a Brother. Brothers have
no function in the liturgy of the Church. It struck
me always, during the time I was in the
Philippines, that people did not know what
Brothers did. They did not say Mass, did not
hear confession, could not bless cars or
buildings and could not baptize children. During
festivities, all priests at the sanctuary were
introduced but not the Brothers. I always
wondered if that ever would change. Thus, no
wonder that the number of Brothers in the
Society is declining which is all part of the
clerical mentality in the Church.

THE GROWING CLERICALISM
Br. Jim Zabransky (USC)

Y

es, I still find clericalism in the
SVD. Unfortunately, it seems to be
growing, especially in a number of our
newly ordained. / ƐĞĞ ĐůĞƌŝĐĂůŝƐŵ ĂƐ ͞/͛ŵ
ďĞƚƚĞƌ ƚŚĂŶ ǇŽƵ͟ ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ / ŚĂǀĞ ďĞĞŶ
ordained. Clericalism also shows itself in
individualism, as opposed to teamwork. It
ƐŚŽǁƐŝƚƐĞůĨǁŚĞŶ͚&ĂƚŚĞƌƐĂǇƐ͕ƐŽǁĞďĞƚƚĞƌ
ĚŽ ŝƚ ŚŝƐ ǁĂǇ͕͟ ĂƐ ŽƉƉŽƐĞĚ ƚŽ Ă ƚĞĂŵ
approach, where priests, Brothers, and lay
people come together to decide on a
common goal, and decide together how to
meet that goal. I think we need to take a
close look at our formation programs, at all
levels. Is the issue of clericalism dealt with
effectively? I believe a candidate should not
be admitted to vows or ordination if he
shows
a
tendency
toward
clericalism. Clericalism undermines who we
are as SVDs.
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FRATERNALISM INSTEAD OF PATERNALISM!
Br. Eugenio A. Orog (PHC)

Deut 30: 11 - 20 (Choose Life)

W

hoever has conceived this theme
(topic) on clericalism and communion
in the SVD, I wish to thank you
profoundly. I feel that this issue has to be
addressed by SVD before moving to the "wide
beyond yonder." The cat has to be out from
prison otherwise he remains unfree and stay in
darkness. I follow the sequence as suggested by
the editor.
First, on clericalism in the SVD. My answer to this
question is YES and NO. When I entered the SVD
in 1969, the Vatican 2 reforms were just creeping
in. So, the old clericalist mentality was (is) there.
But I considered it as personal rather than
congregational. Well, in the first place, my
director was a priest, the late Fr. Walter Joyce, a
New Yorker. I appreciate his efforts and creativity
in motivating us of becoming a Brother. With
many dark problems, I always look at the light at
the end of the tunnel. My experiences were
reinforced when I went for temporary
assignment. I became director/principal of a
school in Agusan under a Dutch priest, Fr. Wim
Vergoossen. And he was ever open and
supportive of me. He even sent me for graduate
studies in counseling to qualify me as a school

administrator. With these two clerics, how could
I dislike clerics in my life. Or perhaps, I was just
too lucky that I had them, God knows. I believed
that this problem has to be dealt first inside of the
self rather than outside so that wounds can be
healed. I am keenly aware that there are some
Brothers who are deeply hurt.
Second, on experiencing discrimination. NEVER!
When I became a college seminarian, the priests
never interfered in my choices and decisions. As
a formator, they even encouraged me to do
better by sending me to further training. This was
also true when I became a national director of the
Postulancy Program Tagaytay whereby most of
the candidates were clerics. Some of them did not
fit so I had to send them out. No one questioned
me. Then, for 30 years as formator and now I am
66 years old, I feel I am still needed. I am a
spiritual director of millennials-seminarians in
Divine Word Mission Seminary in Quezon City. It
is never an easy task but not that impossible.
With these scenarios, how can we live/work
together as one? Primarily, we have cultivated
fraternalism not paternalism. But we have to
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strive for psycho-spiritual integration. In my book
on Wholeness, I emphasized on: identity,
motivation, friendship/intimacy, experience of
God and dealing with change and transition.
These are elements for maturity and secured
living. Then, we can relate in freedom, equality,
and uniqueness. No condescending please for
clericalist mentality is a personal problem
towards greater power and authority. Let us
leave like that, i.e., personal not a communal.
Thirdly, on believing in our giftedness. The former
Secretary Mission General, Fr. Pio Estepa, had
pointed out succinctly "not all missionary needs
can be responded by sacraments." With our
competencies and abilities we can respond to the

realities of mission. No rivalry and competition
with each other. In this way, we spend our
creative energy for the apostolates rather
squabbling because of our differences.
Lastly, on cultivating a better friendship. We are
SVDs because of one another, because
mysteriously and sacramentally (many times,
unintentionally), we are to mediate our vocation
to each other, continually mystifying by our
humanity, diversity and mobility as missionary
Brothers and priests. We are never meant to
live/decide solitarily. By the grace of God, we stay
as one Society anchored enough in the
unconditional love of the Divine Word. If you say
this is impossible today, then ask St. Arnold why
he founded us this way ʹ Brother and priest as
one, and not separate. Do I have to say more??

NOT EVIDENT
Br. Crisfer Autentico (PHS)
Do you sense clericalism in the SVD?
Since most Filipino SVDs are priests and the Filipino culture per
se is very clerical-minded, I believe that there is, in one way or the
other, a sense of clericalism. However, it is not obvious among SVDs.
The priests that I have met and known do not have that kind of
mindset.
Have you experienced discrimination of SVD Brothers?
There were stories that I have heard that the SVD Brothers before
were being discriminated. But in present days, as what I observed,
discrimination is not really evident in the SVD.
ǲǳ (2 Cor 5:14) towards a true religious
missionary family of Fathers and Brothers?
Through our services to others, the love of Christ impels us to
serve God with heart and soul, and most especially, make faithful to
our vocation as religious Brothers.
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IF UNCONSCIOUSLY BIASED...
Br. Darwin Loro (PHS)

P

ersonally, I have such a great experience meeting confreres from all parts of the world. I have
never felt low or less than the others; thanks to a wonderful formation program that I
underwent. Also, I cherished those moments of encounter with SVD Fathers and Brothers who
have shown dedication and modeled a life of simplicity and active involvement in their ministry.
However, if there were occasions when I witnessed confreres who may have been unconsciously
biased, I considered them as an issue of those individuals that requires clarification or dialogue, if
 Ǥ            ǯ  life is our ability to be
 ǯ Ǥ
When you come to know who you are and has humbly accepted what God wants you to become as a
results of a genuine discernment, you become free of mind and heart to express your true calling,
ǯ   Ǥ
on the person who may not be at peace with oneself and his/her state of life. This is an invitation for
self-renewal and personal growth as we try to fulfill our calling day after day. As human beings, all
people are confronted with their needs. We, religious missionaries urgently need to learn from Jesus,
his simple lifestyle, compassionate and human. It is a duty to overcome selfish attitudes that prevents
us from fulfilling our sacred promise or commitment made public to focus our entire being on God and
His people. We constantly need to discern, be open, and be creative to find the signs of what God asks
us today.
Community life is essentially important in the SVD. Communication styles and personality dynamics
may be at odds among members, but despite the differences, one has to look at the strengths of
confreres in order to overcome the challenges that we encounter in the community. A community that
is open and willing to learn from all its members is a grace-filled moment to experience. It is possible and
achievable normally in a praying community. I believe that it is happening in many of our SVD houses.
The support and the spirit of community living are signs that, indeed, we are Divine Word Missionaries.
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HAVE THE SAME VISION!
Zimbabwe SVD Region's Confreres (ZIM)

Zimbabawe Region conducted a survey among its members. Some confreres responded
although only half of their total number. These are the responses.
- Do you sense clericalism in the SVD?
All answered NO. One wondered that the vocation to Brotherhood is very small in
number here.
- Have you experienced discrimination of SVD Brothers?
The answer is NO. For the last 8 years, we do not have Brother in the Region -.
- How ´WKH ORYH RI &KULVW LPSHOV XV &RU   WRZDUGV D true religious missionary
family of Fathers and Brothers?
-Respect each other as missionaries and religious in the SVD family.
-Appreciate each contribution to the community.
-Acknowledge that we need each other in building up God's Kingdom.
- Have one or the same vision and mission to accomplish.
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 ǯ 
FINDING THE BALANCE
Br. Emil Ndriamihavana (PHS)

M

y full name is Emil Ndriamihavana
and I am from Madagascar. I started
my journey with SVD since year 2009.
I had my training period for one year,
postulancy and medical study as a nurse for 5
five years (2010-2015). In 2015, I graduated as a
nurse and was sent to Ghana in the same year
for my novitiate program. I had it from July 2016
- July 2017. Right after, SVD Madagascar sent me
to SVD Philippine - Southern Province to
continue my formation as one of the SVD junior
Brothers. I have been here, in the Philippines
since the middle of September 2016 up. I am
taking up Medicine course at SWU Phinma as a
first year student.
Taking up a Medicine course and at the same time living at the formation house is never easy.
I am saying that because this is what I have been experiencing since I started my studies as a
medical doctor. In the formation house, there are regular programs which each and every one
must follow. As for me, unfortunately, I miss the community program such as daily prayer
including the mass, community lunch and, sometimes, even dinner because of my daily
activities in school. But so
far, everything is still good,
even if I am struggling to
balance my community life
and my studies. Honestly
speaking,
I
am
not
discouraged and as long as
I still have the opportunity
to go on with my studies I
will never give up because
I strongly believe that God
is in control of everything
and I pray that I will
overcome these challenges.
May God bless us all.
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WALK WITH US
Br. Jairo Godinho Guimaraes (BRC)

I

am Jairo Godinho Guimarães from Brazil, an
SVD Brother. Last January 2018, I professed
my final vows and I was assigned in Brazil
Central Province to collaborate with JPIC. One
month after, I arrived to the SVD District, which
comprises two states (Rondônia and
Amazonas) located in the Amazon. Being a
lawyer, I and my colleagues are in collaboration
with the local communities to create a JPIC
team which acts on the defense of human
rights, agrarian reform, and the environment.
We seek to encourage the popular participation
in the different municipal councils (i.e., health,
education, women, etc.) to create public
policies focused on the best quality of life of the
population and also to encourage participation
in unions, in the sessions of the chamber of
councilors, etc. Nevertheless, the main goal is
to become aware of our citizen rights. To
achieve all these, we work
with NGO partners who
are fighting for social
justice. We are facing big
challenges, because the
devastation of forest by
large corporations is a
reality. Another problem
is the distance because
most of the communities
are rural and are very far
from
each
other.
However, I found a very
warm local people who
accepted
the
JPIC
projects
and
have
promised to walk with us.
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A BROTHER IN THE PHILIPPINES - FOR THE WHOLE WORLD
Br. Carlos Ferrada (PHS)
(the newly-appointed General Assistant for the Brothersǯ Formation and Education)

Spirit will lead me to do this mission in the
best possible way.

I

was shocked when I received the call
from Br. Guy Mazola, one of our General
Councilors, asking me if I agree to be the
*HQHUDO $VVLVWDQW IRU WKH %URWKHUV·
Formation and Education. I could not
accept the position immediately. I needed
time to reflect and pray over this imminent
position. I requested Br. Guy two weeks
before taking a decision. Also, I asked him
the job description of the office. So after two
weeks of discernment, I accepted the new
mission. Honestly, I was quite surprised to
be chosen because I am only a few years as
a Brother in final vows. There are many
more Brothers who have more experience
than me. Nevertheless, I am confident that
this position comes from God and the Holy

The first sacrifice that I had to do was to
leave my work, community, and friends at
Holy Name University and transfer to the
Brothers Formation House in Cebu City. I
arrived at my new community a few days
ago, and I received a warm welcome from
the formators and the Brother candidates.
Since my arrival at the Brothers Formation
House I started already my work full time.
7KH QDPH RI WKH RIILFH ´*HQHUDO $VVLVWDQW
IRUWKH%URWKHUV·)RUPDWLRQDQG(GXFDWLRQµ
does not reflect the entire scope of
responsibility that goes along with it. The
work is related to formation and education.
I will work with the General Secretary for
Formation and Education reviewing the
formation programs of the different PRMs
and proposing common orientations to our
formation centers around the world. The
work also aims to promote the Brother's
vocation and animate our Brother through a
very active network that allows us to get to
know each other better and share our joys
and struggles. Part of the job is to oversee
the interexchange of reflections, useful
articles, books, and movies related to
religious life and Brotherhood. In this very
challenging times of the dwindling number
of vocations to the Brotherhood, we need to
be united, and following the example of our
prayerful founder, St. Arnold Janssen, we
need to pray for the increase in vocations as
Brothers. It would be essential to create a
prayer for this purpose and use it every day
in our community mass and personal
prayers.
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I do not consider this office is mine alone
because it belongs to us, SVD Brothers. I am
sure that if each one of us contributes to it,
we will do great things for the sake of the
Brotherhood. Moreover, I need your help
because I am a newcomer in our Society. I
just professed my final vows in 2014. I ask
you to share with me any suggestion,
information, and update you might have. I
would be able to post any of these
contributions
on
our
website
svdcuria.org/brothers area. The email of
our office is brothers@svdcuria.org. Please
send me a writeup about your mission,
work, community, and intercultural
experience, etc. and accompany it with
some pictures. Also add your email, cell
phone number, and other basic information.

It would be important create a data bank of
pictures, videos, brochures concerning our
being Brothers, our mission work, and our
communities. This will help us to promote
Brother Vocation. I invite you to post some
of your pictures, videos, brochures,
histories, in any of these SVD websites:
SVD - Photo Mission World :: data bank for
Pictures/Photos [http://svdphotos.org/]
SVD - SVD Mission Vimeo :: data bank for
Videos
clips
[https://vimeo.com/svdmission]
SVD - Witnessing to the Word :: data bank
for Stories [http://www.witword.org/]
May our dear God, the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Spirit, lead us successfully in this
journey of six years that we have begun.
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GETTING TO KNOW
Br. CARLOS FERRADA
Br. Carlos Ferrada, SVD is the newly
Appointed General Assistant for the
Brothers Formation and Education. He
shares with us his experiences as a
Brother in the SVD Southern Province
of the Philippines. He poignantly
describes his unexpected appointment
ΒΤ͑ ΥΙΖ͑ ΖΟΖΣΒΝ͑ ͲΤΤΚΤΥΒΟΥ͑ ΗΠΣ͑ ͳΣΠΥΙΖΣΤ͑
Formation and Education.
Br. Carlos Ferrada was born on the
first of August of 1979 in Santiago City,
Chile. He is the eldest of six siblings.
ΚΤ͑ΡΒΣΖΟΥΤ͑ΟΒΞΖΤ͑ΒΣΖ͑ʹΒΣΝΠΤ͑ͷΖΣΣΒΕΒ͑
and Bernardita Montero.
Br. Carlos studied his elementary, primary, junior, and half of the senior high school at
Colegio Del Verbo Divino in Santiago. He finished senior High School at the Navy Academy
גͶΤΔΦΖΝΒ͑ͿΒΧΒΝ͑ͲΣΥΦΣΠ͑ΣΒΥ͑דΨΙΖΣΖ͑ΙΖ͑ΤΡΖΟΥ͑ΥΙΣΖΖ͑ΪΖΒΣΤ͑͟
He left the Navy Academy to pursue law studies first at Los Andes University, and two
years later at PontificiΒ͑ΆΟΚΧΖΣΤΚΕΒΕ͑ʹΒΥЃΝΚΔΒ͑ΕΖ͑ʹΙΚΝΖ͑͝ΨΙΖΣΖ͑ΙΖ͑ΘΠΥ͑ΙΚΤ͑ΒΔΒΕΖΞΚΔ͑ΕΖΘΣΖΖ͑͟
On October 5, 2004 (day of the canonization of saints Arnold and Joseph), Br. Carlos
passed the bar examination. In 2006, months after he joined the SVD; Br. Carlos took
oath as a lawyer at the Supreme Court of Chile.
In February 2006, Br. Carlos joined the SVD thinking to become a priest. He did his first
three years of formation at our seminary in La Florida, Santiago. He studied Philosophy
and Humanities at Universidad Alberto Hurtado whΖΣΖ͑ΙΖ͑ΘΠΥ͑Β͑ͳΒΔΙΖΝΠΣΤ͑ΕΖΘΣΖΖ͑͟ͺΟ͑ͣͪ͑͡͡͝
Br. ʹΒΣΝΠΤ͑ΞΒΕΖ͑ΙΚΤ͑ΟΠΧΚΥΚΒΥΖ͑ΚΟ͑ͳΚΒΝΖΥ͑;ΒΤΤΖ͑͝ʹЃΣΕΠΓΒ͑͝ͲΣΘΖΟΥΚΟΒ͑͟ͲΗΥΖΣ͑ΙΚΤ͑ΟΠΧΚΥΚΒΥΖ͑͝Br.
ʹΒΣΝΠΤ͑ΣΖΞΒΚΟΖΕ͑ΚΟ͑ʹЃΣΕΠΓΒ͑ΥΠ͑ΔΠΟΥΚΟΦΖ͑ΙΚΤ͑ΗΠΣΞΒΥΚΠΟ͑ΒΤ͑Β͑ͻΦΟΚΠΣ͑͟΅ΙΖΣΖ͑͝ΙΖ͑ΡΣΠΗΖΤΤΖΕ͑
his first vows on February 20, 2010. He studied four years of Theology at Cefyt (Claretian
ͺΟΤΥΚΥΦΥΖ͑ ΚΟ͑ ʹЃΣΕΠΓΒ͑ ʹΚΥΪ͚͑͝ ΨΙΖΣΖ͑ ΙΖ͑ ΘΠΥ͑ Β͑ ͳΒΔΙΖΝΠΣΤ͑ ΕΖΘΣΖΖ͑ ΚΟ͑ ΅ΙΖΠΝΠΘΪ͑ ΘΣΒΟΥΖΕ͑ ΓΪ͑
Pontificia Universita Lateranense in 2013.
On April 25, 2014, Br. Carlos professed his final vows as a Brother at the church of the
SVD Retreat House located in La Florida, Santiago. A few days later, Br. Carlos arrived in
Cebu City, Philippines. His first assignment was PHS. Since his arrival, Br. Carlos started
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to learn languages, first English and afterwards Visaya, the local language of Cebu. After
that, the Provincial of PHS, Fr. Eduardo Rocha, assigned Br. Carlos to a one year of
cultural exposure in our parishes in Agusan del Sur, Mindanao. During this time, Br. Carlos
stayed in the following parishes: Binocayan, Santa Maria, Veruela, Loreto, and Surigao.
On June 1, 2016, the Provincial of PHS assigned Br. Carlos to do chaplaincy at Holy Name
University (HNU). Br. Carlos accepted the new challenge and arrived in Tagbilaran City on
the first days of June. Br. Carlos was giving retreats and recollections to HNU students for
two and a half years until he was requested to transfer to the Brothers Formation House
ΚΟ͑ ʹΖΓΦ͑ ΥΠ͑ ΒΤΤΦΞΖ͑ ΥΙΖ͑ ΡΠΤΚΥΚΠΟ͑ ΒΤ͑ ΥΙΖ͑ ΖΟΖΣΒΝ͑ ͲΤΤΚΤΥΒΟΥ͑ ΗΠΣ͑ ͳΣΠΥΙΖΣΤ ͑ͷΠΣΞΒΥΚΠΟ͑ ΒΟΕ͑
Education. He was appointed by the new Superior General, Fr. Paulus Budi Kleden and
his Council.
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Dear Confreres,
Peace!
Thank you for reading and contributing to this issue. We are requesting for your ideas and
recommendations regarding the theme of the next (March 2019) issue. The guide questions will
reach you on January 31, 2019.
For the meantime, you can write comments on the present issue. We will be very happy to publish
your insights. Moreover, we would deeply appreciate it if you could also attach some photos of you
as you send us your articles.
Please, do send your comments and suggestions to one of these email addresses:
lanyi.svd@gmail.com or svd_brothersphil15@yahoo.com. You can write in any of the following
languages: English, Spanish, Bahasa Indonesia, German, and Polish.
May God always bless us and all our endeavors.

In the Divine Word,
Your SVD Brothers in Cebu City
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